
WARRIOR TRAINING
WEEK TWO - AWARENESS 



THE WELCOME 
CHANGE YOU NEED

Carlos Castenada
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Week two visits flow versus force and control 
versus balance. To become a powerful co-creator 
of the universe we must realize that what builds our 
world is flow and what causes blocks is force. 
Force is all about imbalance and hidden vibrations 
that act like speed bumps, detours, and complete 
stops. No doubt you’ve been there, like I have, 
stubbornly believing you can push on, to push 
yourself to believe that every problem can be 
jumped over or simply run away from. This, in fact, 
is contradictory to how the universe works. When 
there is force through action it is contradictory to 
the flow of universal energy. All energy becomes a 
blueprint and until the energy signature of a pattern 
changes no amount of action will fix or heal what’s 
vibrating under the surface.
 
When you are in alignment, life flows. Money flows, 
love flows, health prospers, and relationships 
thrive. Trust leads you into uncertainty like a 
friendly tour guide. This might sound 
counterintuitive, but it’s important to be open to 
uncertainty as it’s our day-to-day state. Without 
trust, the seesaw of controlling your actions to find 
balance becomes an exhausting daily reality. 
However, when you trust yourself, you can feel 
excited about uncertainty. It’s about possibilities 
and alignment, where programs from your past are 
unable to leap from the shadows to trip you up.
 
You’re either in resistance to something happening 
or trying to force something to happen.
Both hold the same vibration. They also indicate a 
lack of trust. When you don't trust yourself, you 
don't trust others, and when nothing can be trusted 
you will use force and control to seek balance.
 
To open the flow and stop the force or resistance, 
we have to go deep into our avoidances in the 
present moment. They are all linked to past shame 
and guilt. To humiliation, grief, resentment, and fear 
of the past. Always.
 

Carlos Castenada

The average man is 
hooked to his fellow 
men, while the warrior 
is hooked only to 
infinity.

Francesca Lia Block
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It’s common that we’re saying sorry to others for our behaviour, 
but it’s when we begin to make apologies to ourselves that we 
make seismic shifts. It’s time to say sorry to yourself for your 
misdoings, self-abuse, neglect, lack of trust, and action-based 
unconscious conduct of the past. When you do this, you’ll 
begin to see things differently. It shines a light on why many 
things have not worked out for you and how you have allowed 
others to treat you. Why? Because you’ve been treating 
yourself the same way.
 
Your job now is to dive into a full, personal apology - from you 
to you -  on both the feminine and masculine sides to heal the 
duality. On the feminine side, we nurture, forgive, love, and 
tend to the emotional pain that lies in the wound of shame and 
guilt. For masculine, we must act out the apology through 
changed behavior. This is done by going into what you have 
been avoiding and cleaning up your life. By clearing the 
foundational issues and acting in a way that heals your life, you 
move it back to a state of flow.
 
I created this training to help you find the truth in your 
avoidances. To release controls you have used to seek 
balance. To teach you to break the survival sequence of 
solving a problem with a problem.
 
A lack of trust in the self leads to a lack of trust in others. 
During childhood, this stems from:
 
 
 
 

THE BEST 
APOLOGY 
IS A 
CHANGE OF 
BEHAVIOR

Basic needs not met
Lack of emotional support 
Lack of contribution to unique needs 
Controlled play 
Controlled or uncontrolled diet 
Judgment for being authentic 
Emotional manipulation 
Not allowed or asked to contribute to the family
Not protected from danger 
Taught to be afraid of curiosity 
Taught to limit 
Constantly having to settle 
Watching family suffer or struggle 
Witness to chronic unconsciousness
Pushed to be perfect 
Pushed to be like someone else 
Over-nurtured time and space
Too much alone time
Constant hypocritical parenting
Fear-based addictive rituals and routines
Pain-based love
Blamed and shamed for adult problems
Ignored wants and needs
Exposure to unhealthy guidance
Not being heard
Not being seen
Not feeling safe
Not feeling loved
Shame and guilt used as a weapon



Carlos Castenada
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Think about it. We are taught not to trust ourselves, 
which leads to not trusting others. This forces you 
to give away power and let your inner guidance 
sleep. When trust is handed over to everything and 
everyone, oftentimes it leads to pain, rejection, lies, 
abandonment, and loneliness.
 
As young children, we were taught to hide 
ourselves. To hide our true desire, feelings, and 
opinions. Instead, they were replaced with more 
survival expressions. Here the truth is masked in 
the behavior of diversion, dissociation, and 
avoidance. Needs are focused outwards, where 
being let down over and over again becomes a 
traumatic pattern.

WHICH ONE WERE YOU?

The Humiliated 
Child

A hurt, humiliated, belittled child will lash out with bad 
behavior to avoid being seen or from further humilities. 
Playing up is a deflection. To turn and attack before you’re 
attacked is mere protection. Using action to hide becomes 
self-protection. In this instance, when the higher self goes 
to sleep, the ego begins to drive the mind. The body follows 
the conductor, which in this case is the ego.

The Under-nurtured 
Child

A hurt, under-nurtured, ignored, and criticized child will act 
as the rescuer of the family, its savior. They learn how to 
design their needs and feelings to match the feelings of 
others. This is a response to the lack of control of not 
receiving and using action to be seen. Here the ego begins 
to use logic as its form of intuition. Again, as the neutral 
servant, the body follows.

The Over-nurtured 
Child

An over-nurtured child will be oblivious and unconscious to 
the world around them. They will focus passively on dream 
states and their needs and wants. The world exists for 
them and everyone around them is the servant to their 
desires. This one-sided focus creates a reality that attracts 
rescuers and servants. This drive by the ego does not allow 
the higher self to have a voice. The pattern of the child into 
adulthood is one of puppet or victim, with the ego pulling 
the strings into unhelpful, unconscious action. The higher 
self fully disembodies which translates into anger and the 
body (as always) follows
 

WHICH ONE WERE YOU?

THE FIRST CUT IS THE DEEPEST

To be a warrior is to 
learn to be genuine in 
every moment of your 
life.

Chogyam Trungpa
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You spend your first seven years locking in your 
programming from the world around you, playing out the 
scenarios you’ve read about on page four. For the following 
seven years, you end up in a cycle of rebelling against that 
early conditioning. It’s like you’re trying to prove your 
conditioning wrong. Being programmed, then rebelling 
against it creates resistance. Rather than that setting you 
free, it actually locks everything in! 
 
A personal example of this is the abuse I suffered from my 
Mom. Growing up, I was adamant I was never going to be 
like my mother. I was in full resistance, intent on avoiding 
the traps that had sucked her into her reality. Did it work? 
No! Through all my resisting, I fell into the same trap and 
wound up pregnant at 19. I rebelled again and made it to 
college but I learned that while you can attempt to run 
away from your past, it resides in your body and so you 
cannot outrun it. Your only option is to clear it. 
 
We shape our personalities to our conditioning but then are 
drawn towards intoxicating realities that will help us prove 
the world wrong. That, “I’ll show ‘em” attitude that we’ll 
have something better, have more, fall in love - whatever is 
a rebellion from that initial programming. Instead, we fall 
over and over again into a trap of hope, success, then 
immediate failure. Why doesn’t it succeed? Because all we 
are actually doing is playing out the loop of witnessed 
behavior and leading a life of untrusting self-abuse. 
 
You’ve been there - we all have. Because we have limited 
personal trust, we place it on something else. The job will 
fix everything. Love will save me. This degree will keep me 
safe. We trust our school, our best friend, our partner, our 
boss, only to be let down in the last hour. That conditioning 
is one of “just enough” and is missing the trust needed for 
success. It’s a story of survival being played out on a loop 
of disappointment, heartbreak, rejection, and a fear of 
uncertainty. 
 
To bypass this bullshit, you have to step up and learn to 
trust yourself. This means doing  tough avoidance work I’m 
demonstrating and sharing on this Warrior Training course. 
It’s working for me with rapid shifts! All the avoidance work 
you are diligently doing is changing your bio-chemical 
reactors that create your personality blueprint. And fast. 
This isn’t some drawn-out program that stretches your 
healing timeframe. You’re here because you want results 
and if you’re diligent and honest, you’ll get them. 
 
Work on each question raised across the course to repair 
the relationship with yourself. This is solo work. You’re 
done with waiting for someone to fill your void. Think of the 
negative emotions you have been expressing to date as 
toddler tantrums for attention. Anxiety is a tantrum. Guilt is 
a tantrum. Gossip is a tantrum. Comparison, blame, 
resentment. You get the idea. Those moments of intense 
negative emotion are a subconscious attempt to move the 
jail cell walls from your early programming. When you have 
awareness of your tantrums and manage to slow or stop 
them, you become free from your brainwashed boundaries.

The path of the 
warrior is 

lifelong, and 
mastery is often 

simply staying 
on the path.    

Richard Strozzi Heckler

YOURS 
FAITHFULLY
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After week one’s exercises, you’ve no doubt shifted. You’re more aware. I’m requesting now that you 
look back at the same questions from week one but with a specific focus. The more ‘woke’ you 
needs to take responsibility for your separation of self and move back into alignment. This is done by 
finding the why behind your behavior. When you find the why, you’ll find how your ego speaks to you 
with its justification for all actions. Until you uncover the why you can’t move into acceptance. 
 
I want you to move your attention to think about one of our big life pillars - time. Answer these in the 
same honest, hypnotic state as before - quick and without over-thinking. Now, answer in connection 
to your relationship to time only. What time-related concepts or action have you been avoiding?

What have you not manifested?                                                                                                            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What have you given up on?                                                                                                                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What are you suffering from?                                                                                                                

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What are you lacking?                                                                                                                                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What are you not good at?                                                                                                                    

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What are you afraid of?                                                                                                                              

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What are you hiding?                                                                                                                             

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What gives you anxiety?                                                                                                                         

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Where do you not feel safe?                                                                                                                             

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Where do you feel ignorant?                                                                                                                             

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What triggers you?                                                                                                                                            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Who triggers you?                                                                                                                                  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What’s haunting you from your past?                                                                                                     

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What is haunting you in the present moment?                                                                                      

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THROUGH THE LENS OF TIME
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Focus now on your relationships. This could mean your partner, your siblings, your children, your 
parents, your co-workers, your long-lost cousin from Nebraska. Heck - even the guy at the grocery 
store who says hello every week. How do these questions stack up when you consider your 
relationships?

FAMILY AFFAIRS

What have you not manifested?                                                                                                            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What have you given up on?                                                                                                                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What are you suffering from?                                                                                                                

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What are you lacking?                                                                                                                                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What are you not good at?                                                                                                                    

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What are you afraid of?                                                                                                                              

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What are you hiding?                                                                                                                             

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What gives you anxiety?                                                                                                                         

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Where do you not feel safe?                                                                                                                             

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Where do you feel ignorant?                                                                                                                            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What triggers you?                                                                                                                                           

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Who triggers you?                                                                                                                                  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What’s haunting you from your past?                                                                                                     

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What is haunting you in the present moment?                                                                                      

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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You know the drill. Consider these questions when solely focused on your health.

IN SICKNESS & IN HEALTH

What have you not manifested?                                                                                                            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What have you given up on?                                                                                                                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What are you suffering from?                                                                                                                

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What are you lacking?                                                                                                                                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What are you not good at?                                                                                                                    

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What are you afraid of?                                                                                                                              

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What are you hiding?                                                                                                                             

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What gives you anxiety?                                                                                                                         

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Where do you not feel safe?                                                                                                                             

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Where do you feel ignorant?                                                                                                                            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What triggers you?                                                                                                                                           

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Who triggers you?                                                                                                                                  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What’s haunting you from your past?                                                                                                     

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What is haunting you in the present moment?                                                                                      

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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What about this tough one? The one we almost all have some baggage around? Answer these for 
your relationship to money.

DOLLAR, DOLLAR BILLS Y’ALL

What have you not manifested?                                                                                                            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What have you given up on?                                                                                                                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What are you suffering from?                                                                                                                

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What are you lacking?                                                                                                                                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What are you not good at?                                                                                                                    

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What are you afraid of?                                                                                                                              

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What are you hiding?                                                                                                                             

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What gives you anxiety?                                                                                                                         

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Where do you not feel safe?                                                                                                                            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Where do you feel ignorant?                                                                                                                            

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What triggers you?                                                                                                                                           

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Who triggers you?                                                                                                                                  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What’s haunting you from your past?                                                                                                     

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What is haunting you in the present moment?                                                                                      

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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THE GREAT ESCAPE
If you remember from week one, avoidance is the process of using addiction, instant gratification, 
drama, and gossip to distract. Or maybe you have used blame, laziness, comparison, confusion or 
illness? Or miscommunication, empty promises, or false certainty to force life to flow? Even the 
action of soothing the ego of others is an avoidance characteristic. 
 
To dig deeper into your evasive behavior, choose from the list of characteristics below, circling the 
ones that apply to you. Remember this could be both conscious and unconscious actions or 
thoughts. It’s time for you to review this list honestly and take ownership of where you see your 
patterns in the past. You need to own this.
 

Making excuses 

Blaming others 

Laziness

Gossiping instead of dealing 

within 

Distractions 

Comparison

Stalking

Self-sabotaging

Perfectionism

Pushing your goal start date 

back

Filling the void with mindless 

activities 

Addictions disguised as 

higher excitement

Procrastinating 

Messiness

Overwhelmed reality

Disorganized 

Lack of energy

Lack of motivation 

Lack of creativity 

Lack of drive 

Body image issues 

Health issues

Anxiety or panic 

Overacting 

Rescuing or caretaking 

Lack of understanding 

Lack of opportunity 

Lack of money 

Holding onto things that 

weigh you down

Medicating with drugs, food 

or alcohol

Overworking for someone 

else’s dream 

Watching excessive TV or 

YouTube 

Professional learning to be 

“better”  

Lack of time 

Lack of support

Excessive social media 

Half-assing tasks 

Not sticking to your 

agreements

Committing to be liked 

Being unable to say no
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All triggers come from projected hidden shame, guilt, and grief. What we bury gets exposed in the 
form of attack, loss, accidents, and miscommunications. A trigger is PTSD in motion or the re-
manifestation of a former trauma, wound or avoidance. I consider there to be two types of triggers: 
one is doing the thing, the other is your old wounding provocation. Within your triggers lies your 
hidden hypocrite. 
 
Your mirror reflection triggers are usually found in some sort of hidden personal self-abuse or self-
denial. Back to my Mom as an example. If someone calls me a liar, I’m super triggered because 
for every day of my life until I was around 30, my Mom called me one. Honesty is vital in all my 
relationships. Therefore, if someone calls me a liar, I am physically and emotionally triggered. 
When this happens, I have to check whether I’m either hiding a truth (am I actually lying and 
unaware) or is the comment pushing the buttons of deep old wounds? I can identify that my body 
still feels threatened but not from an accurate truth. Now, I can meet my trigger with compassion.
 
Take a look at the triggers below and the hidden hypocrites under the surface.

TRIGGER HIDDEN HYPOCRITE

I feel attacked Where am I attacking or judging myself?

I feel misunderstood Where am I not in good communication with myself?

I am angry with you I am angry with me

I am disappointed in you I am disappointed in myself

You are the problem I am the problem

You are inconsiderate I am unconscious in another area

It’s your fault It’s my fault

I don’t trust you I don’t trust myself

I am broke I’m broken, devalued, not good enough, unworthy

I am unappreciated I  put my efforts into you instead of balancing within

You lied to me I lie to myself

I lied to you I lied to protect myself from my own dark truth

You cheated on me I cheated on myself to be with you

I cheated on you
I am in avoidance of asking for what I need and 
want so I won’t hurt you

You are entitled I lack self-care/self-focus and I over-nurture you

FAKE NEWS
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As you are doing this work and your long-lost shame begins to leave your body. You'll become 
focused and aware in many present situations, including:

THE BIG BAD WOLF

Feeling more neutral about speaking your truth and the consequences of those conversations 
Tackling this avoidance work daily, followed by action to cleanse your avoidance patterns
Getting your shit together. Through purging, organizing, prioritizing, donating, and amending your 
past. Even paying your damn bills on time
Cutting down or out your wasteful behavior, friendships, habits, and routines
Continually scanning for the things you are avoiding in time, relationships, health, and money 
Taking physical action (aka acting out the apology to yourself)
Your motivation will return 
Facing your effing fears!

Write down all the things you are afraid of in the box below.

Now, commit to facing one every day.
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Have you noticed that your control issues flare their ugly, perfectionist head when you feel overwhelmed 
or out of control? You’ve no doubt caught yourself nitpicking, criticizing, complaining, micro-managing, 
and procrastinating when you’ve felt out of control. You are quick to notice everyone and everything that 
needs fixing, and the idea of imperfection around you gives you insane anxiety. This is a deep-rooted 
issue with balance and all you are doing is trying to catch your fall with horrible thoughts,  critical 
judgments, blame, and perfectionism. It’s a weird Catch-22 deflection technique as it serves no one. 
 
Make a list of all the times when you’ve noticed your controlling psycho alter-ego rear its ugly head into 
your life. Think about those times when the money’s not flowing, your relationship mojo is off, work is 
static, or when you feel blocked.

A BALANCING ACT

So, how to hack this mean, nasty control monster? 
 
When you notice any of the symptoms listed on page 10, ask yourself where am I out of balance? Once 
you have identified your shortcomings redirect your focus back to the self and get working on it! Consider 
these common questions and action points:

Is my vision not matching my level of follow 
through?

Work your avoidance list more, continue 
processing old shame and guilt

Am I acting and performing my vision to keep 
me busy and unaware of shame and guilt? Look out for that hidden fear, guilt, shame, 

and old grief that has been keeping you from 
being productive with ease. Work on your 
self-care, inner bully, and shame.

Is my output to others greater than my input
to self?

Redirect back to yourself immediately.

Is my observation of other people’s 
shadows more obvious than my own?

Yes? Then disengage from social media 
and tend to your crap.

Guess what? Your negative triggers are a reflection of your ego in hiding. Your positive triggers are 
the reflection of your higher self in hiding. Yes, all triggers reflect concealment of essence.



What we have discovered this week about ourselves is that absolute responsibility for and to 
ourselves is crucial. Your lack of ability to respond is what has kept you unaware, broke, lonely, and 
avoiding life. Expecting and hoping for the best only to have it blindside us when our back is turned. 
Finding the hypocrite and the abused child in our reality now deactivates what’s buried and holds us 
accountable for it too. The reflection of your reality shows you every hidden void and abandoned 
wound. Owning, accepting, apologizing, and surrendering is your only requirement for deep healing. 
This, alongside changes in your behavior, is the only way to ensure your problems never return.

Week three is about courage. I will be showing you how to step into the kind of action that will smash 
your old patterns for good. To be ready for a week of bravery required, you need to have honesty 
and fully completed the exercises from weeks one and two. Week three is contingent on your 
commitment to these past two weeks. I don’t mean this to be sensationalist or to scare you, but the 
reality is the will power required for next week demands that you’ve been healing from your 
awareness unprogramming. Will power uses force and as you know from this book, we’re now all 
about the flow. You’ve got this. 
 

CONTINUE THE BATTLE

WHAT’S COMING

There must be those 
among whom we can 
sit down and weep and 
still be counted 
warriors.

Adrienne Rich

SEE YOU NEXT WEEK!




